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Media in their all format and design have an 
effective and impressive impact in changing the 
atmosphere of any crisis and challenge, global 
unity, sharing ability, participating power, 
international cooperation, being realistic in 
reports, controlling widespread diseases outbreak, 
bringing peace, stopping the wars, transfer and 
improve public information and knowledge, make 
wisdom and civilization, being good players, 
impressive teachers for the planet, creator of joy 
and pleasure, make the rulers in peace and 
cooperation with the public, make the children 
more happy and give them more hope, make 
more schools and academic centers, lessen 
hospitals and prisons and make the people think 
and believe they live in one border called the 
Earth not in different communities and finally the 
Media should believe that they are mediator to 
mediate not to supriate and then, this is an 
opportunity for all of the creatures, and the Media 
as well, in the Ruling Era of Media that they are in 
Power.

Media are so power and governing the world
today. They can be the prophet of peace and a
good help and making peace fast and stop the
wars by their deep informatically impressive,
reporting correct and pleasure news, producing
calm and happiness, giving hope and so many
kinds of positive actions to make and put the world
in its right destiny. The people today need them
and they need the people for mutual interaction,
peaceful cooperation, knowledge sharing, justice,
kindness and all humanity based on their
numerous capabilities. Then, we tried to survey
Corona Virus an Opportunity or a Threat in the
Time of Media Ruling Over.

It seems that we need today in the world
sympathy, cooperation, good and mutual
relations, common researches, dialog, discussion,
clear and comprehensive laboratory activities and
sharing the result clearly without any political,
economic and cultural expectations and
superiority or rivalry, no sanction and band of any
kind for any ruling areas, and this is something we
must and should know and be well aware of that
by the help of the Media to fill all the problematic
gaps, and they really can and should. Globally
cooperation of the Media for a peaceful world can
be reached if they do their best and intend to have
it such so. According to Sarah Boseley, health
editor, Misinformation and fake news on social
media during infectious disease outbreaks,
including the current novel coronavirus epidemic,
can cost lives and make so many other problems
for the world.

It is a Short communication research that was
conducted by using and searching on data banks
and information resources related to the subject of
novelty searches and the necessary texts as well as
the subject of research. Since this is a simple
review, No methodology was used to be explained.
It was based on an opinion emerged due to the
crisis we are faced with.
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